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Abstract
Since the benefits of composite materials have been demonstrated,
particularly those relevant to the fields of transports and energy,
increasingly high industrial expectations are emerging. As the control of
the processes is complex, the thickness of the composite materials does
not usually exceed a few millimetres. The aim of the work presented in
this paper is to highlight new phenomena related to the oven/autoclave
consolidation of thicker thermoplastic composites. In the case of such
thick composites, the influence of certain phenomena that are usually
neglected becomes important and a physical interpretation becomes
necessary (the thermal contact resistance between mold and part and the
influence of mold geometry). Here, an experimental approach is compared
with numerical simulations of heat transfer and crystallization in order
to validate the proposed thermokinetics model. Finally, some numerical
observations are discussed and analyzed.

Keywords
thermoplastic composites, thermal contact resistance, numerical
simulations, thick parts, composite manufacturing
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Introduction

The popularity of composite materials is generating new challenges
for both experimental and numerical studies. The excellent ratio
of mechanical characteristics to weight is leading manufacturers to
seek increasing expertise with this type of material. The objective of
this paper is thus to respond to a rather recent but very common
problem in the transport and energy industry, which concerns the
forming of high thickness composite parts. Often, 3D woven fabrics
are used for manufacturing thick parts1–3. Indeed, until now, the
thickness of the majority of manufactured composite parts has been
only a few millimetres at the most. Nonetheless, some heavily loaded
structural parts such as landing gears4 or helicopter rotor hubs5

require the manufacturing of very thick laminates. Manufacturing
a thick thermoset matrix composite part appears very challenging.
Among the main difficulties are the need to limit the exotherm
effect and the overheating of the core, which requires a very long
cycle with slow ramps6–10. Using thermoplastic matrices appears to
offer a promising alternative solution to thermoset matrix composites
because they require much lower transformation energy and can be
processed with faster cycles.

In the literature, it has been shown that thicker parts are very
sensitive to geometry, manufacturing conditions, and the multi-
physical effects induced by this type of parts. Strong relationships
between thermal, crystallisation or polymerisation chemistry as well
as mechanics occur and can no longer be neglected.10–16. Several
observations have shown the link between final part quality and
process conditions. This link is much more sensitive for thicker parts
than for thinner ones.5,17–20. Recently, an experimental approach has
shown a strong causal link between local material health and the
type of part being consolidated18. The geometry of the tooling in
vacuum bag consolidation can create delaminations or crackings in
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Denis et al. 3

very localised areas of the part. However, there is a lack of numerical
models to understand the local evolution of stress, strain and material
health.

The main objectives of this paper are to discuss some novel
considerations and highlight some major issues in the thermal control
of forming a high thickness composite part based on a fine-scaled
3D coupled thermal and crystallization model. The study and results
presented below essentially target the consolidation phase, in an
oven or autoclave, of a thermoplastic part previously draped by the
automated fibre placement (AFP) process.

The complete thermal history of the material is, therefore, not
taken into account in the present work. Its modelling assumptions
are presented in the first part of this paper. Particular attention is
paid to the shape of the temperature gradient through the thickness
of the part and to the boundary conditions which can no longer be
modelled by considering the usual simulation assumptions. Indeed,
the thermal contact resistance is usually considered as either constant
or negligible for thin parts21–29 or thermoset composites30–34. The
influence of the mold geometry and thermal effect are also commonly
neglected. Moreover, when a thermoplastic part is of high thickness,
it can potentially deform significantly due to anisotropic shrinkages
created by the strongly heterogeneous temperature distribution and
the phase transition of the resin during crystallization. Both of these
types of associated shrinkage are already taken into account for thin
material15,35–43. It was shown that the temperature field and thus the
crystallization field are very sensitive to the thermal contact resistance
(TCR). During the cooling in the consolidation process, deformation
of the part, enhanced by thermal gradients, can create a contact loss
between the surface of the part and the mold surface. Although TCR
is classically considered as an adjustable parameter in the models, fine
and representative physical models of TCR need to be employed for
an accurate predictability of simulation tools. One should therefore
refer to studies that examine this topic from a more physical angle,
such as Kaminski et al.44 or, for other applications, Domingues et
al.45 or Some et al.46,47.

As experimental testing is often long and expensive, numerical
approaches are of growing interest and provide indications for the
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understanding and control of forming processes. Cost considerations
are particularly relevant to thick high-performance composites
used in aeronautics. In particular, in the case of thick composite
materials, these approaches can help analyze the quality of parts
(porosities, deformations, residual stresses, delamination, etc.). This
article is composed of four parts, starting with the assumptions
and properties of the models (section Coupled heat transfer
and crystallization model). The next part (section Experimental
observations and comparisons with simulations) concerns the
experimental observations and model validation done by a comparison
of the temperature gradient between a thin and a thick plate. This
analysis is followed by a discussion on the influence of the thermal
contact resistance and on the importance of taking this aspect into
account. The last section (section Numerical analysis) complements
the experimental observations with a numerical study on the influence
of mold design on heat flow and its thermo-mechanical consequences.

In this paper, the consolidation of a commercial Carbon-PEEK
layup of 65 to 192 plies laminate is considered. For this composite
system, the material properties are available in the literature. In
addition, the methodology was applied to the specific confidential
carbon-PAEK system used in the industrial project. In the first
section, the consolidation step, post-AFP, under vacuum is modelled
using a coupled heat transfer and crystallization kinetics simulation.
In the second section, the predicted temperatures are compared to
experimental measurements using thermocouples. The model is thus
validated. In the last section, the predictive model is used to discuss
the effect of processing conditions on the final part homogeneity and
quality.

Coupled heat transfer and crystallization model

The reheating/cooling phase of the manufacturing of a thick
aerospace-grade carbon fibre thermoplastic composite (CFTP) part
needs to be considered. This is often referred to as the consolidation
phase. In this section, we will model the heat transfer and
crystallization kinetics. The modelling set-ups, material properties
and modelling assumptions will first be presented. The latter are
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Figure 1. Experimental set-up. (a) details of the bagging system, (b) modelling strategies
to consider each layer and each boundary condition using equivalent thermal contact
resistances.

necessary to have a first adapted, manipulable and coherent numerical
approach. These hypotheses are detailed below.

Main modelling assumptions

Two major assumptions are first adopted that make it possible to
develop a simplified model that will be able to reasonably predict the
temperature and crystallization fields.

• (i): Due to the large number of plies considered here (65 to
192) and the quite large in-plane dimensions, a full 3D study
at the ply scale would be unaffordable and useless. The parts
are draped according to an AFP lay-up sequence leading to a
quasi-isotropic planar orientation. Subsequently, the composite
part will be considered as a homogeneous transversely isotropic
material (transverse direction along z in Fig. 1).

• (ii): This work focuses on the consolidation step after AFP. Once
fully molten, during the dwell, the state of the part is supposed
to be perfect, without porosities or defects. Due to the AFP
process, the parts may exhibit defects, such as gaps or overlap
between layers or delamination. The drastic thermo-mechanical
conditions of this process are also likely to induce crystallization
gradients and high residual stresses. It should be noted that this
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Figure 2. Linking the three physical processes to model the oven/autoclave consolidation
process.

aspect is not taken into account in this work, which focuses on
oven consolidation and its influence on the whole manufacturing
line.

During the oven consolidation process, different physical processes
are involved, such as heat transfer, crystallization and mechanics.
Each of these is linked to the others by different phenomena, which
makes simulations complex. Fig. 2 shows the connections between
each physical process. Heat transfer is the first step of the process,
which directly governs melting and then cooling and crystallization of
the composite. It also controls the thermo-mechanics through thermal
shrinkage and evolution of material properties. Indirectly, through the
crystallization process, it also governs the so-called chemical shrinkage
and the evolution of mechanical properties due to this transformation.

In order to simulate the main phenomena in the consolidation
process of thick parts, the numerical approach developed here follows
this guiding idea of linked processes, but focuses on a model including
heat transfer and crystallization kinetics only. This will nevertheless
enable discussion of the consequences for the consolidation process
and the creation of residual stress and associated geometrical
distortions.

The following modelling assumptions are adopted:

• (iii): Nakamura’s model48 is adopted for the crystallization
kinetics.
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Figure 3. Experimental and numerical set-ups to compare the influence of thickness and
mold geometry.

• (iv): The crystallization field is only calculated during the cooling
phase. This will be called either crystallization field or α field in
the rest of this paper.

Set-ups

To be able to compare the influence of either the thickness and/or
the mold geometry on the thermal field, two representative lab-scale
flat consolidation tooling set-ups were devised, as shown in Fig. 3.

As can be seen in the figure, set-up (a) is a simple steel (S235) plate
with edge wedges to properly consolidate the CFTP part. Set-up (b)
is the same, but with supports (e.g. for handling). The composite part
is intentionally positioned above the support in order to observe its
potential influences on the temperature field. The CFTP parts are
considered as two 250 x 250 (mm x mm) size length plates.

Properties and material

The material used in this paper is a layup of 65 to 192 T300
J PEEK/Carbon prepreg plies. This 5 harness satin thermoplastic
composite plies are made of 58% carbon fibre and 42% a PEEK
matrix whose parameters are available in the literature, such as in
the work of Tardif et al.49, Landry and Hubert50 or those using a
PEEK material51–54.

In addition, other simulations were done using a confidential PAEK
thermoplastic composite system. Its parameters were obtained only
by adjusting the descriptions of the matrix but without modifying the
model presented hereunder.
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Main modelling strategies

The entire thermokinetics solution was developed in the FreeFem++
library55. This FEM library has the advantage of being free and
open source, which offers the user the possibility to develop specific
and adapted algorithms. Indeed, here in this paper it is shown that
thermal contact resistance (TCR) is of major importance for thick
composite parts. Thermal contact resistance consists in quantifying
the heat transfer between two domains (for example the part and the
mold) by intrinsically taking into account surface defects, possible air
gaps or contact losses56–58. FreeFem++ makes it possibile to properly
consider this parameter by simultaneously solving the transient heat
transfer both in the mold and in the part, thus introducing a strong
coupling between domains. TCRs are usually supposed to be constant,
both temporally and spatially, since the heat transfer in thin plates is
mainly driven by convection and by conduction in the composite. This
paper, on the contrary, shows that TCR has an important influence
on the thermal field. Thus, a time and space dependency is considered
such that:

TCR = TCR(x, y, z, t) (1)

The simulation tool is based on the transient heat transfer
modelling, usually written through the standard heat equation:

ρ(T, α)cp(T, α)
dT

dt
−∇ · (λ (T, α)∇ (T ))− r = 0 (2)

where the following notations and material properties are introduced:

• T , temperature field, spatial and time dependant, such that
T = T (x, y, z, t) in Kelvin K.

• ρ, density, in kg.m−3, is an conservative quantity and follows the
rule of mixture:

ρ(T, α) = ρfibreΦν + (α · ρamorph(T ) + (1− α) · ρcryst(T )) (1− Φν) .
(3)

where Φnu is the fibre volume fraction and α is assumed to equate
the crystalline volume fraction. The values of the amorphous
ρamorph and crystalline ρcryst densities of the matrix as well as
the fibre density φfibre are taken from the literature and listed in
Table 1 along with their sources.
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• cp, the specific heat, in J.kg−1.K−1 also follows the rule of
mixture:

cp(T ) = cp,fibre(T )Φν + cp,resin(T ) (1− Φν) (4)

where cp,resin and cp,fibre are given in Table 1.
• λ, the conductivity tensor, is considered isotropic transverse

because the layup is a quasi-iso. It is in W.m−1.K−1 and such
that:

λ (T, α) = λplane (T, α) · (ex ⊗ ex + ey ⊗ ey) + λthickness (T, α) ez ⊗ ez
(5)

assuming that x and y describe the in-plane directions and
z the though thickness direction. ⊗ stands for the tensorial
product. The effective composite conductivities λplane and
λthickness are assumed to follow the rule of mixture versus degree
of crystallinity:{

λplane (T, α) = α · λamorphplane + (1− α) · λcrystplane(T )

λthickness (T, α) = α · λamorphthickness + (1− α) · λcrystthickness(T )
(6)

• ∇ is the spatial gradient operator.
• r is a source term accounting for the heat release due to

crystallization, as discussed below.

The transient heat transfer modelling requires the following
discretization:

• (i): A standard Euler iterative time integration scheme is
adopted. The temporal domain thus decomposes time into
increments. Contrary to what can happen for thin composite
parts, thick composite parts induce a steep thermal gradient
through the thickness. To be able to model the entire history
of the material, simulations are performed for both the heating
and the cooling phases of the thermal cycle.

• (ii): However, the spatial domain also remains very important.
As can be seen in Fig. 1 (a) many layers are needed to
follow the consolidation procedure. In order to be able to move
toward realistic modelling, all the environment layers used for
consolidation are taken into account (see Fig. 1), such as the
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Table 1. Material properties used in the simulation

Property Symbol Value Source
Density [kg/m3]

Fibre ρfibre 1770 59

Matrix
- amorphous ρamorphous 1356.3 − 0.74 · (T − 273.15) 60

- crystalline ρcryst


1318.7 − 0.15 · (T − 273.15)

if T ≤ 423.15(K)
1392.7 − 0.64 · (T − 273.15)

if T > 423.15(K)

51,54

Fibre volume fraction Φν = 0.58 50

Heat Capacity [J/m3/K]

Fibre cp,fibre 624.4 + 3.196 · (T − 273.15)2 60

Matrix cp,resin 953.4 + 3.103 · (T − 273.15) 60

Thermal conductivity [W.m−1.K−1]
In-plane

- amorphous λamorphplane 5.92 60

- crystallized λcrystplane 3.917 + 5 × 10−3 × (T − 273.15) 60

Transverse

- amorpous λamorphthickness 0.679 60

- crystallized λcrystthickness 0.5615 + 1.7 × 10−3 × (T − 273.15) 60

peel-plies, the caul-plate, etc. These layers are then numerically
modelled with equivalent TCR. An initial gap between the mold
and the part is also taken into account, following the work of
Castell et al.61. Fig. 1 (b) presents the set of boundary conditions
though a simplified representation of the experimental set-up.

The modelling also needs boundary conditions (BCs). Boundary
conditions of the third type are considered62:

∇ (T ) · ni = 1
Reqi
· (TCFTP − Tm) for i ∈ [1, 2]

∇ (T ) · ni = 1
Reqi
· (Tm − TCFTP ) for i ∈ [1, 2]

∇ (T ) · n3 = 1
Req3
· (TCFTP − T∞)

∇ (T ) · ni = 1
Reqi
· (Tm − T∞) for i ∈ [4, 5]

(7)

where ni is the normal of the surface i of the composite part or
the mold. Indexes m and CFTP are related to the mold and the
composite part, respectively. For a thick composite part, the BCs
are of major importance. They must be correctly described in order
to take into account every parameter of each phenomenon needed
to carry out consolidation. The description of the BCs is therefore
proposed below according to their position63–67.
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Table 2. Physical parameters for the boundary conditions of the numerical transient heat
transfer model. ∗: Even if TCR1 (between the part and the mold associated with Req1) and
TCR2 (between the part and the mold on the edges associated with Req2) are both
dependant on time and space, an initial value is given. It is likely to be updated if there is
contact loss. Kaminski’s work 44 makes it possible to model an air gap (created by the
contact loss) as a function of its thickness, temperature and pressure.

Parameter Description Value Unit

Thickness (e)

epp pp: peel-ply 5.10−5 m
erf rf: release film 5.10−5 m
ecp cp: caul-plate 0.02 m
evb vb: vacuum bag 5.10−5 m

Conductivity (λ)

λpp pp: peel-ply 0.05 W.m−1.K−1

λrf rf: release film 0.05 W.m−1.K−1

λS235 cp: caul-plate 54 W.m−1.K−1

λvb vb: vacuum bag 0.05 W.m−1.K−1

TCR∗
TCR1 - 1.10−3 W−1.m2.K
TCR2 - 1.10−3 W−1.m2.K

Convection (h) hair Forced convection 20 W.m−2.K−1



Req1 = epp
λpp

+ TCR1

Req2 = TCR2

Req3 = 1
hair

+ epp
λpp

+ 2
erf
λrf

+ ecp
λS235

+ epp
λpp

+ evb
λvb

Req4 = 1
hair

+
erf
λrf

+ 2 epp
λpp

+ evb
λvb

Req5 = 1
hair

(8)

All of these equivalent resistances require material parameters; these
are listed in Table 2:

In Fig. 1, the parameters ρ, cp and λ are associated with the
composite part by the index CFTP and the mold by m. Thus, two
equations of transient heat transfer are calculated. Written under
weak formulation, it is possible to describe the matrix K of the
problem useful for the implicit time integration solving strategy as
follows:

[K]U = F ≡
[

Km Km,CFTP

KCFTP,m KCFTP

](
Tm

TCFTP

)
=

(
Fm

FCFTP

)
(9)

This formulation, from an implicit solver, enables the solving of the
thermal field in the mold but also, simultaneously, in the composite
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part. No iterations are required at each time step. The associated
conditions of this solver and the guidelines to write the model under
a weak formulation are presented in chapter 2.17, pages 75-77, of the
FreeFem documentation68. Moreover, two main methods are available
in FreeFem++ to solve the problem numerically: GMRES (for
Generalized Method RESidual Method) or the Galerkin Sparsesolver.

The source term r in Eq. (2) accounts for the exotherm due to
crystallization. This parameter makes the thermokinectic coupling.
This term is classically defined as follows:

r = L · fnak = L · dα
dt

(10)

where L is the latent heat of crystallization of the composite and α
is the degree of crystallization, ranging between 0 (fully molten) and
1 (fully crystallized up to the maximum value of the material). It is
then possible to obtain the link between the transient thermic and the
crystallization. Indeed, to update r, it is necessary to take into account
the crystallization kinetics. To model such physical processes, there
are several alternatives69–71. The one selected here for the numerical
simulation is the Nakamura description48,72,73. The differential form
of this model is described as follows using Levy’s numerically robust
strategy73:

{
dα
dt

= K(T ) · n(1− α) · (− ln (1− α))(1−
1
n) if α ≤ αmax

dα
dt

= K(T ) · n · (1− α) · (− ln (1− αmax))(1−
1
n) if α > αmax

(11)
This equation requires some variables, which are defined below:

• K(T ) is the Nakamura kinetic function from Avrami’s work69

and is often described by an exponential function such that:

K(T ) =
(
e−2.75e

−3·T 3+2.818·T+−719.26
) 1
n

(12)

with the parameters identified from a differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) experiment74.

• n is the Nakamura index such that n ∈ [1, 4]. Here, n = 374,
which corresponds to spherolitic (three dimensional) crystal
growth with instantaneous germination.
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Table 3. Temperature cycle applied during the oven consolidation process.

Time (h) Temperature (◦C) Rate (◦C)
0 (heating: th) 20 6
1.2 (waiting) 430 0
1.4 (cooling: tc) 430 -2
5 (end) 20 0

• αmax is a numerical threshold defined in Levy73 such that αmax =
0.98.

In the finite element implementation, α is a scalar field. Thus,
Eq. (11) is a local ordinary differential equation that has to be solved
at each node.

The nonlinear differential Nakamura kinetics Eq.(11) is written:

dα

dt
= fnak (αt, Tt) (13)

and is solved by using a Newton-Raphson algorithm75. Eq. (13) can
also be written as follows, at a given time t:

αt − αt−1 − dt · fnak (αt, Tt) = 0 (14)

Experimental observations and comparisons with simulations

subsectionInstrumentation
The objective of this section is to compare the main numerical

results from the models presented above with experimental
observations. To do this, set-up B was used to consolidate two plates,
one thin/medium (12 mm thick) and one thicker (35 mm thick) (see
Fig. 4). These two plates were instrumented with thermocouples. The
temperature is considered homogeneous inside the oven and follows
the cycle described in Table 3.

Sixteen type K thermocouples were made with 125 micron diameter
chromel and alumel wires by goodfellow coated with polyimide
varnish. 3 mm thick laminates were layed by AFP and stacked to add
up to a 12 mm (9 mm thick laminates stacked to add up to 35 mm)
thick laminates. This allowed for the positioning of thermocouples as
described in Fig. 4 and Table 4. Note that this positioning between
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Figure 4. Experimental set-up and locations of the 16 thermocouples positioned inside and
outside the composite parts.

Table 4. Positioning of the thermocouples (TC) in the laminates.

TC #
Laminate
thickness

In-plane distance
from central point

Through thickness
position

1 thick (35 mm) 0 (centre) 0 (mould contact)
2 thick (35 mm) 63 mm 0 (mould contact)
3 thick (35 mm) under edge wedge 0 (mould contact)
4 thick (35 mm) 0 (centre) 14 mm
5 thick (35 mm) 0 (centre) 7 mm
6 thick (35 mm) 0 (centre) 21 mm
7 thick (35 mm) 0 (centre) 28 mm
8 thick (35 mm) 0 (centre) 35 (bag contact)
9 thick (35 mm) edge (125 mm) 17.5 mm
10 thin (12 mm) 0 (centre) 3 mm
11 thin (12 mm) 0 (centre) 0 (mould contact)
12 thin (12 mm) 63 mm 0 (mould contact)
13 thin (12 mm) 0 (centre) 6 mm
14 thin (12 mm) 0 (centre) 9 mm
15 thin (12 mm) 0 (centre) 12 mm (bag contact)
16 thin (12 mm) outside outside

pre-consolidated plates is very intrusive as the thermocouple thickness
prevents good stacking. Nonetheless once the stacking os fully molten,
during the consolidation dwell, the theromcouples are fully nested in
the laminates and intrusiveness is reduced.

The temperature and α fields are compared in two directions: the
first following path A, as shown in Fig. 5, the second being the one
described by the position of the TCKs located through the thickness
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Figure 5. Experimental set-up and description of the three areas of interest and location of
path A.

of the part. Fig. 5 also depicts the three areas of interest (denoted I,
II and III) used in the analysis.

Below, a comparison between the experimental observations and
numerical simulations is made to discuss the advantages and the limits
of the models. Some experimental observations are then discussed.

Model validation

The experimental work was conducted in an oven with a temperature
loading presented in Table 3. Thermal contact resistance (TCR)
between the mold and the part is identified by TCK2 and TCK12.
The convection coefficient is identified by TCK8 and the conductivity
by TCK5, 6 and 7.

Fig. 6 shows the temperature differences between the experimental
and numerical measurements. The relative error is plotted against
time for six different thermocouples. Two fairly distinct phases can
be seen:

• Between 0 and 1.5 hours, there are significant discrepancies. This
can mainly be explained by the size of the TCKs. Indeed, given
the size of a ply (approximately 0.180 mm) the 0.2mm diameter
TCKs are rather intrusive and therefore create a local TCR with
a thick air gap. This air gap persists until the resin melts and
the pressure induced by the vacuum bag takes effect and thus
reduces the TCR generated by the TCK.
The inclusions created by the TCK then impose a local variation
in conductivity. From a numerical point of view, since the part is
considered perfect (assumption ii), there is no local variation in
thermal conductivity, so some differences between experimental
and numerical approach may then occur.
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Figure 6. Relative error between measured and simulated temperatures plotted against
time. The error is high during the heating phase and drops below 10% during the cooling
phase.

This error decreases rather quickly to an error of about 5% after
1.5 hours. This is when the melting temperature of this material
is reached. The resin thus becomes viscous and, combined with
the applied pressure, the voids around each TCK collapse.
The same remarks can be made concerning the potential
interply defects which create microporosities and thus micro
TCR between each ply. This impacts the transverse conductivity
and disturbs the thermal gradient. For the same reasons already
mentioned, this phenomenon disappears once the resin is melted.
Another explanation may arise from the fact that the
temperature values are very low at the beginning of
consolidation. Thus, a deviation of a few degrees is enough
to generate a significant error, whereas, in the middle of the
consolidation, an error of a few degrees is not significant.
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Finally Table 3 shows that the heating rate is much higher than
the cooling rate (ratio of three). This generates higher thermal
gradients and can potentially amplify the errors, especially with
a higher sensitivity to thermal inertia.

• From 1 h 30 to 5 h, the average error varies by around 5%.
The hypothesis of homogenized thermal conductivity seems to be
correct even if it can reach a limit for extremely thick composite
material. The remaining dispersion can be explained by the fact
that the parameter identification method was not done by an
inverse approach but in a pragmatic way using the thermocouple
measurements.

Note: Concerning the thin plate, the gaps between simulations and
experiments follow the same trend. For clarity, these are not displayed
in Fig. 6.

Experimental observations

The first interesting approach when consolidating thick composites
concerns the influence of the thickness on the associated temperature
gradient. Fig. 7 shows the normalized temperature profiles
(experimental and numerical) for both a thin and a thick CFTP part
at time t = 1.2 h (at waiting time).
Two main observations confirm the intuitive effects during the
consolidation of thick CFTP composite:

• First, the temperature gradient through the thickness is not
linear for a thick part and is very steep during the heating stage
(up to 125◦C). Even the temperature on the lower side of the
plate, which is in contact with the mold, evolves faster than the
centre of the plate. This steep temperature gradient will induce
high crystallization heterogeneity and, from a mechanical point
of view, residual stresses. On the contrary, the gradient in the
thin plate is shallower (up to 15◦C). This leads to homogeneous
crystallization and then a better consolidation quality of the final
part.

• Second, the thermal inertia associated with the thickness of the
thick CFTP part induces a temperature offset (both for heating
and cooling phases) compared with the thin plate. This therefore
implies large changes in consolidation times and cycles.
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Figure 7. Normalized temperature profiles in thin and thick CFTP parts at the end of the
heating stage (t = 1.2 h). Comparison with the simulation results. Temperature differences
between core and skin are greater in thick parts.

It is also possible to see that the experimental results agree well with
those from the numerical approach, despite the major assumptions (i,
ii and iii). It is important to note that the differences are smaller for a
thin plate than for a thick part. This can be explained by assumption
(i), which stipulates that the material conductivity is supposed to
be isotropic transverse and homogeneous. This assumption, already
made for a thin part, can also be made for thick composite up to a
critical thickness. Indeed, the more plies there are, the more defects
the process will accumulate and the more false the assumption of the
material being homogeneous will become (ii), which therefore impacts
the thermal conductivity tensor.

In order to go further in the analysis of the temperature profile
through the thickness, it is possible to calculate the difference between
the point on the surface (TCK8 - TCK15) and the point in the
centre of the part (TCK6 - TCK13). This difference, denoted ∆Tmg(t)
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Figure 8. Temporal evolution of the difference between the highest and the lowest
temperature for each part.

is shown as a function of time in Fig. 8. Significant temperature
variations can appear that induce a more complex mechanical
behaviour of the composite, since a mixture of solid and viscous phases
must coexist.

Moreover, the variations in the thin plate are rather small and
the gradient shape through its thickness is close to linear (rather
than quadratic as can be seen in the thick part). As a result, the
phase transition of the resin (whether solid to viscous or viscous to
solid) is better controlled, the generation of stresses related to its
crystallization is, therefore, reduced and the geometrical distortions
are smaller.

Another interesting point is the dwell imposed during the thermal
loading to reduce the temperature difference through the thickness.
Indeed, for a thin plate, just a few minutes are enough to get the
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Figure 9. Experimental temperature differences between four TCKs located on path A.

plate completely melted. Nevertheless, it is possible to see in Fig. 8
that in the case of the thick plate, a difference of over 15◦C remains,
even at the end of the dwell. This is important because it shows that
a longer waiting time is necessary. However, since the resin close to
the surfaces is already above the melting temperature, it could be
degraded and aging phenomena may impact the quality of the part.

A second interesting experimental observation concerns the
temperature variations according to the geometry of the mold. Two
TCKs were carefully placed between the part and the mold. One
facing a support for each part (TCK2 and TC12 in Fig. 4), another
one at a location without a support (TCK1 and TCK11 in Fig. 4). The
goal was to compare the temperatures at these two specific locations,
depending on the thickness of the CFTP parts, and to evaluate the
thermal fin effect of the support.

Fig. 9 shows the differences between the two positions. Even
though they are small for thin plates, they are much greater for
thick composites. Thus, a temperature difference appears both in
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the thickness and in the surface in contact with the mold. This,
will generate a local variation on the crystallization field, potentially
rendering the consolidation process non homogeneous.
In section Complex geometry, additional details will be provided on
the impact of mold geometry on thick composite consolidation with
a more complex case than a laboratory test.

Numerical analysis

Now we have seen that the experimental observations and
experiment/simulation comparison show that the numerical approach
is consistent, it is possible to run parametric studies using the
numerical simulation. First, the influence of the mold geometry will
be studied. Second, it will be shown that TCR is of major importance
for the consolidation of a thick CFTP part. Finally, an example will
be presented featuring complex industrial geometry.

Influence of mold geometry

Simulation results on mold geometry and the influence of the support
on thick composite thermoplastic material are shown in Fig. 10,
illustrating the temperature profile along path A (described in Fig.
5) for both thick and thin plates at time t = 3.1 h, during the cooling
phase.

First, in relation to the previous section, it can be seen that the
simulation is close to the experimental measurements (judging by
TCK 1, 2, 11 and 12).

Second, unlike with the thin plate, distinct zones appear in the thick
plate profile. Edge effects from the edge wedges are very important
and are located in zones 1 and 3. In the second zone, the temperature
variation is mainly due to the presence of the mold support. This
thermal effect cannot be ignored and influences the consolidation
process. The induced crystallization will itself be heterogeneous and
thus the residual stresses on the part are not homogeneous. On a
larger scale, this can have an impact on geometric distortions and
microporosities.

Finally, in order to study the influence of the support on the
temperature in detail, the quantity ∆Tm(t) is defined as the difference
between Tp−approx (see Fig. 10) and the temperature facing the
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Figure 10. Shape of the temperature gradient along path A for both thin and thick CFTP
parts at t = 3.1 h (cooling phase).

support. Tp−approx is calculated by a linear interpolation between the
temperature peaks (Tp1 and Tp2 in Fig. 10). ∆Tm(t) is then plotted
as a function of time in Fig. 11.

Even if the temperature difference is small, it creates an offset in
the degree of crystallization. In fact, the associated mechanism of
crystallization is very sensitive to temperature and very rapid76,77,
meaning that just a few degrees of difference leads to an offset of the
crystallization.

The shape of the crystallization field illustrated in Fig. 12 and the
one induced by the steep thermal gradient through the thickness
leads to the creation of a biphasic materal: generally melted but
locally solid. This will result in heterogeneity of thermal and chemical
shrinkages. These shrinkages will then create large geometrical
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Figure 11. Temporal evolution of the temperature difference in the location above the
support of the mold.

distortions and then residual stresses. The consolidation process is
thus poorly controlled and the quality of the consolidated part can
be affected.

In order to assess the influence of mold geometry in greater detail, a
numerical analysis was made of the heat fluxes. Fig. 13 shows that the
support has a significant impact on the heat flow. It ultimately plays
the role of a thermal fin given its thickness (approximately 8 mm)
compared with the thickness of the composite part. Two conclusions
can be made based on the experimental and numerical observations:

• (i) Concerning the consolidation of a thin part: the thermal field
is mainly ruled by the forced convection on the surface and by
the transverse conductivity of the material.
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Figure 12. Influence of the support on the crystallization field shape. Impact on a thin and
thick CFTP parts.

Figure 13. Graphical interpretation of the influence of the support of the mold on thermal
flux. The arrows represent the heat fluxes.

• (ii) For a thick composite part: the thermal field is much more
sensitive to many other parameters. The forced convection and
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the transverse conductivity are important, but do not rule the
thermal evolution in the part. It is important to take into account
the geometry of the mold, the TCRs and the consolidation cycle.
Edge effects, from the edge wedges, are also shown to be very
important and must be considered.

From a physical point of view, it is possible to calculate the following
dimensionless number (for an anisotropic transverse material):

λplane
λthickness

·
(
Lthickness
Lplane

)2

= N (15)

where λplane is the conductivity in the plane of the CFTP part,
λthickness the transverse conductivity of the composite, Lplane the
length of path A (see Fig. 5) and Lthickness the thickness of the part.

If

N << 1 (16)

Heat transfer is ruled by through-thickness conduction. However, if
N is large, the in-plane conductivity needs to be considered in the
heat transfer.

In this study:{
N12 =

λplane
λthickness

·
(
250
12

)2 ≈ 0.02 << 1 for a 12 mm thick CFTP

N35 =
λplane

λthickness
·
(
250
35

)2 ≈ 0.2 ≈ 1 for a 35 mm thick CFTP

(17)
This confirms the numerical and experimental observations explained
previously, notably concerning the temperature profile in Fig. 10.

Influence of thermal contact resistance

A second effect, often neglected in the case of thin plate, is the
thermal contact resistance (TCR). A sensitivity study was conducted
by running two simulations, modifying the TCR value TCR0 by a
value of δTCR. The reduced sensitivity RS is the sensitivity S divided
by the reference value TCR0:{

S =
TTCR0+δTCR

−TTCR0

δTCR

RS = 1
TCR0

· TTCR0+δTCR
−TTCR0

δTCR

(18)
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Figure 14. Reduced sensitivity to TCR for thick and thin composite parts at different
depths through the thickness. The sensitivities are calculated from points in the middle of
the part (x = 125 mm and y = 125 mm) and at different heights.

As can be seen in Fig. 14, for a thin plate, the reduced sensitivity
to the TCR is rather small. On the contrary, for a thick plate, the
reduced sensitivity to TCR is very high for both heating and cooling
phases.

Fig. 14 also shows that the TCR sensitivity is very high for a thick
part. This means that the slightest loss of contact between the part
and the mold will have an important influence on the temperature
field. To consider this contact loss, it is important to treat the
evolution of TCR numerically on both temporal and spatial scales
in the finite element calculation.

Moreover, by comparing different locations through the thickness,
it is possible to notice that an offset is created. The TCR has an
influence even in the core of the part.
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Figure 15. An example of complex geometry with support and angular forms (at t = 2.7
h): (a–b) thermal fields for the mold and half part, (c–d) crystallization degree field for the
entire CFTP part.

Complex geometry

This section presents an analysis of the temperature field obtained for
a complex industrial mold geometry designed for a corner (or bending
plate) as shown in Fig. 15.

For such complex geometry, the phenomena previously described for
a plate are amplified. It has previously been shown that the geometry
of the mold has a strong influence on the temperature field. In the
case of a corner, two phenomena will have an impact on the material
health of the part once it is consolidated.

• (i): The temperature field and, therefore, crystallization field are
not at all homogeneous, either along the surface between the
mold and the part or through its thickness. This irregularity
will induce residual stresses and localized geometrical distortions,
thus potentially invalidating the material health and geometrical
tolerances.
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Moreover, since the shrinkage is localized and does not evolve in
a homogeneous and controlled manner, the effects accumulate.
In the case of the set-up of Fig. 15 (a), it was experimentally
observed that the part tightens on the mold during cooling. This
induces a movement of the part in the z direction and a loss
of contact at the internal radius (see Fig. 15 (d)). Given the
sensitivity to TCRs, the numerical and physical consideration of
this parameter is important in this case.

• (ii): At a given time (t = 2.7 h), it is possible to see that a fully
crystallized upper layer has formed, while the area near the inner
radius is still in a molten state.
This introduces serious problems for a good consolidation in the
oven. Indeed, as can be seen in Fig. 15 (c), a solid upper layer is
created on the entire upper face of the part while a large area of
the part is still in a molten state. This solid layer on the surface of
the part will redirect the pressure applied by the vacuum bag to
the edge wedges, similarly to a keystone effect. This means that
the area still in the molten state is no longer subject to pressure
and local porosities will be created during crystallization. This
was observed experimentally (see Fig. 16 (b)).

This test case shows that oven consolidation of thick parts with
curved geometries is rather complex compared with the consolidation
of thin parts. New phenomena have to be taken into account:

• (i): Consideration of the thermal impact of the mold from the
design phase in order to minimize thermal effects harmful to the
creation of homogeneous temperature and crystallization fields.

• (ii): Consideration of a temporally and spatially evolving
contact resistance. Usually, TCR is considered constant and
homogeneous and is used as a parameter to correct thermokinetic
models.

• (iii): The imposed temperature cycles must also be studied and
optimized in order to reduce temperature gradients, and thus
crystallization, as much as possible.

• (iv): The geometry of the part must also be checked as significant
shrinkage and stress effects may occur, such as keystone effects,
local contact losses or warping.
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Figure 16. Experimental observations on a corner set-up: (a) gap caused by contact loss,
(b) location of macro/microporosities in the bottom half of the thickness.

Conclusion

Through this paper, several experimental and numerical observations
allowed us to highlight new phenomena during the consolidation of
thick parts.

First, the major hypotheses were reviewed. It is possible to
establish certain limits of validity. For example, the hypothesis (i)
of homogeneous material works in the case of thick composite but
it was shown that the transverse conductivity can be impacted due
to defects and micro TCR between each ply. In the same way, the
assumption of a perfectly draped part (ii, iii) is valid but requires
precautions to be taken.

Second, new consideration is needed about the consolidation of thick
parts. Indeed, it is usual to consider TCR as a constant to calibrate
models for thin parts. In the case of thick composites, the sensitivity
of the TCR is high, so it can no longer be considered as constant and
homogeneous. In the same way, the geometry of the mold induces
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variations in the temperature field and creates offsets in the degree of
crystallization.

Third, the thermal cycle imposed in the oven must be adapted.
Indeed, a cycle that is too slow to reduce the temperature gradients
will degrade the resin. On the contrary, a cycle that is too
fast will generate steep temperature gradients, consequent strong
crystallization gradients and, therefore, residual stress, geometrical
distortions and potential defects (porosities, etc.).

Finally, to be able to maintain the manufacturing reliability of the
oven consolidation process, numerical simulation models must be able
to consider all these details, particularly the scalable TCR.

To properly consider the contact loss and the shrinkages, it
is important to incorporate the mechanical approaches into the
modelling strategy presented here. This is subject to further work:
development of a thermo-crystallo-mechanical analysis. Indeed, now
that thermokinetic modelling has been applied, identified and
validated, it is necessary to go further by being able to simulate the
geometrical distortions and residual stresses.
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